The Ergonomic Pruner Modular System:
The modular system of the ergonomic pruners allows all cutting head sizes to be assembled with any handle size. Spring strength can
also be chosen according to your current need. Moreover, all screws, washers, locking device and lockable center bolt system are
fully compatible with every version of the ergonomic pruner.
The easy to adjust lockable center bolt system means no possible loosening while cutting. Pre-assembled spare cutting heads
are also available as a spare part. It only takes two minutes to have an ergonomic pruner adapted to the task to be performed. Don't
hesitate to change your cutting head in order to have the one that perfectly fits your need.
All components, including handles, blades, counter blades, springs, buffers, center bolt and locking system are all available as
replacement parts.

ERGONOMIC PRUNERS' Special Features:
Vertical inclination: Compared to a traditional pruner, the downward inclination compensates the wrist bending and allows the
hand to remain in a neutral position, which reduces the risk of epicondylitis or tennis elbow.

Horizontal inclination: Compared to a traditional pruner, the inclination to the left compensates the wrist bending and allows the
hand to remain in a neutral position, which improves pressure capacity to be applied on handles and reduces the risk of carpal
tunnel syndrome.
Shape of handles: Flowing shape of the handles has emerged from serious study of how pruners are used. They spread loads
more evenly and concentrate pressure points away from sensitive zones and nerve centers.
Elastomer coated handle: This soft material gives a better grip and spreads pressure over a larger surface. Moreover, you will
need less effort to hold the tool all day long. The elastomer coating is on the upper handle of the the PX pruners and on both handles
of the PXR pruners.
Choice of cutting head: By choosing the size of the cutting head, you get the right capacity of cut adapted to the task to be
performed. It is advisable to use a small cutting head to protect against strains.
Choice of spring: Personalize your ergonomic pruner by choosing the spring strength that best fits your needs (3 different springs
come with your pruner). A softer return spring helps reducing fatigue.
Hand Measuring System: Thanks to the different handles sizes available, it is the tool that is really adapting to your hand.

